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ABSTRACT
A discussion of methods of hard chromium plating gravure cylinders:
a look at plating developments and an examination of the advantages
new plating sol utions offer for achieving more uniform plating results
and better quality reproduction.
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General

The use of hard chromium for the electroplating of gravure cylinders is well known to those skilled in
the art. Hard chromium deposits have been used by the gravure industry for approximately 3 to 4
decades. Since the time of the introduction of the first hard chromium plating baths, several developments have been made in this area.
There are presently five basic bath types on the market today that can be used for plating of cyl inders
in the gravure industry. Many gravure platers have experimented with proprietary baths such as the
fluoride type. A good majority of these have returned to the use of t he original standard bath.
The rejection of t hese proprietary baths is due in many cases to the supplier's lack of knowledge as to
the needs and requirements of the gravure plater. Several of the newer baths have a definite place in
the trade when properly applied or tai lored to the plater's needs.
It is unfortunate that with such a vast amount of knowledge available in this area that so little has been
done for an industry as large as printing and gravure.
The purpose of this paper is to fami liarize the gravure platers and industry with the various baths
available along with their proper application and use.
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A discussion of methods of hard chromium plating
gravure cylinders; a look at plating developments
and an examination of the advantages new plating
solutions offer for achieving more uniform plating
results and better quality reproduction.

Part 1

F

or nearly fo rty years leading
gravure printers have acknowledged the use of hard chromium for
electroplating gravure cylinders as
the accepted method for increasing
cylinder life and rress runs. And,
since hard chromium plating baths
were first intr0duccd commercially
in 1930, many developments have
been made to help improve and upgrade plating performance.
As a result, today, the gravure industry has available for its use five
basic types of plating baths for plating cylinders with hard chromium
deposits. Unfortunately, many gravure platers have experimented with
the several proprietary baths available, such as the nuoride bath, and
then have gone back lo using the
original standard bath. At Platers
Supply we're convinced that the rejection of these proprietary baths is
due, in large part, to a lack of knowledge on the suppliers' part as to just
what the gravure plater's requirements arc. We believe that most of
the newer baths have a definite place
in the trade and will find greater
acceptance when they are applied
properly or tailored to the platers'
exact requirements.
It is unfortunate that, with the vast

GRAVURE

store of know-how availa ble on this
subject, so little has been done to
assist an industry the size and scope
of gravure plating. For this reason,
the purpose of this article is to help
fa miliarize gravure platers with the
variety of bath types available and
their proper application and use. It
will not only discuss bath advantages a nd limitations but will describe how one leading gravure
printer. Art Gravure Corp. of Cleveland, uses a rroprietary bath to help
achieve long press runs with uniform
results from the first printed piece to
the last.
As a subsidiary of the Cleveland
Plain Dealer. Art Gravure prints that
paper's Sunday magazine as well as
meeting its other gravure requirements. It also serves papers in New
Orleans, Syracuse, Rochester, Buffa lo, Newar k, St. Louis, Fort
Wayne, Akron. Youngstown, and
Pittsburgh. Art Gravure Corp. also
p rints the TY logs for two newspapers.
According to vice president-general m,inager .John F. O'Connor.
press runs vary over a wide range but
often run into the millions, so
cylinder life is extremely important.
He says that the plant normally pro-

duces ten to twelve million copies a
week. So reproduction fidelity over
long runs is an absolute must and Art
Gravure is interested in any method
that will help improve its capabilities for achieving long runs for each
cylinder. The results Art Gravure
achieves through use of a prorrieta ry
bath will be discussed in some detail
in a later installment of this article.
Although the gravure industry
uses terms such as rolls, rollers and
cylinders to describe specific pieces
of equipment, fo r the purpose of this
article the single term cylinder is
used throughout to describe both
rolls and rollers since the finishing
and plating process is similar in both
cases.

Why Hard Chrome?
Let's take a look at some fundamentals. By nature, chromium is a
hard metal with a fine grain structure. This makes it idea l for protecting the engraved copper deposits
applied to gravure cylinders. During
press runs of any length hard chromium protects the cylinder from wear
caused by paper and grit abrasion
and, under normal conditions, enables the cylinder to print in clearer,
sharper lines for the entire run.

Figure 2. Lurry Pfeil of Arl Gravure operates
1he grinding machine 10 prepare the copper deposit to a smooth finish prior to engraving

Chromium plated cylinders also
have greater corrosion resistance
which protects the cylinder during
storage and permits it to be put back
into service quickly with a minimum
or preparation.
Without the abrasion protection of
hard chromium , cylinders wear
quickly and the printing soon
becomes distorted. Properly applied
chromium deposits protect the engraving and extend its reproduction
fidelity through several press runs.
This is possible because the normally poor micro throwing power of
chromium plating baths enables
them to reproduce the copper substrate surface exactly. Thus the engraving lines and patterns remain
sharp and clear. This differs from
plating solutions with good micro
throwing power, such as bright
nickel, which would tend to fill in the
engraved lines. For this reason ,
special care must be taken to polish
cylinders before hard chromium
plating since the chromium bath will
also reproduce any undesirable surface imperfections in the copper plating such as nicks and scratches.

Cylinder Preparation
The manufacture, polish ing, engraving and plating of gravure
cylinders is an exacting and involved
process requiring a great deal of experience and skill. Normally, each
plater develops his own procedure
for preparing the cylinder for plating. For this reason, it is not within
the scope of this article to suggest a
definitive method of cylinder
preparation. But, we do believe it
may be instructive to note a general
procedure leading up to and through
the plating process based on the experience at Art Gravure.
l . Apply separating solution to
thoroughly cleaned copper shell.
2. Acid copper electroplate.
3. Grind copper deposit to smooth
linish by mounting it in a lathe
and rotating it at about 60 rpm.
The grinding stone rotates at 90°
to the cylinder in a lubricant
solution.
4. Photoengrave copper deposit.
5. Run proof to locate any defects
in the engraving.
6. Correct engraving - re-proof.
7. Hand polish cylinder.
8. Clean with solvent to remove
ink from engraving.
9. Clean cylinder in hot alkaline
cleaner. Both soak and electrocleaning methods are used.
Cylinder is also preheated in this
solution.
10. Rinse with water.
11. Acid pickle in hot dilute sulfuric acid.
12. Rinse with water and examine
for cleanliness by looking for
water breaks.
13. Hard chromium electroplate
to desired thickness.
14,. Rinse with water and wipe
dry.
15. Final hand polish to remove
minute nodules. If these nodules
are left on the surface, inks and
dyes will be transferred onto the
engraved surfaces creating a condition known as scumming. This
also causes excess wear on the
doctor blades.
Note: The degree of final
polishing depends upon the condition of the chromium deposit and
the type of material to be printed.
In general, the smoother the
material, the higher the degree of
final polishing that is required.

Past Difficulties in Grawure Plating
Even though hard chromium deposits have been used in gravure
cylinder applications for many years
it would be misleading to assume
that there have been no problems.
For example, in the past, platers
have encountered the following comm on problems caused by hard
chromium deposits:
1. Lack of hardness resulting in
excessive wear.
2. Poor line delineation causing
poor quality reproduction.
3. Porous deposits that don't wipe
properly.
4. Tendency of deposit to nodulate causing printing to smear.
All of these problems are due
primarily to bath chemistry and
method of plating. But, newer developments in the plating industry
make it possible to substantially upgrade hard chromium deposits and
eliminate these difficulties. We will
deal with these problems and possible solutions through use of these
new developments and plating baths.

Two Basic Plating Methods
There are two basic methods of
cylinder plating in the gravure industry today-horizontal and vertical. Of the two, horizontal suspension is the more common. And,
because rack and contact design and
method of suspension in the plating
bath differs with each method, we
will deal with them separately.
Horizontal suspension. In plating
horizontall y, for example, the
cylinder is suspended either fully or
partially submerged in the bath. It is
supported at each end by its journals
which also serve as electrical connections. In some cases special copper
and steel devices are bolted to each
journal to insure proper contact and
it is important that the connections
are tight so the electrical circuit remains unbroken, and to prevent arcing. The trend in newer plants is to
use a special copper drum with contact brushes.
Before cylinders are immersed in
the plating bath they should first be
preheated. Cylinders to be fully submerged should be heated to the plating bath's operating temperature;
partially submerged cylinders require heating to about l 50° F.
To insure a uniform deposit, the

cylinder is rotated continuously by a
special device as soon as it is placed
in the bath. Rotation speed varies
from I / 4 to IO rpm with the exact
speed being determined by the solution being used and other plating
conditions.
In horizontal plating either saddle
type or round tank anodes can be
used. However, the saddle type is
usually preferred since it maintains a
more uniform current density on the
cylinder being plated. To prevent
chromium buildup near the cylinder
ends it is important that anodes be
spaced from 2 to 12 inches from each
end. The exact spacing is determined by the tank setup, bath type
and current density being used.
Vertical suspension. Although not
as popular as the horizontal method,
vertical pla ting is used in many
plants because it uses less floor
space. However, this advantage is
offset somewhat by increased headroom requirements. This situation is
frequently resolved by em bedding
the tanks in. the floor.
In the vertical method a fixture is
used to support the cylinder top and
bottom. And while tight contact devices, similar to those in horizontal
plating, are used in vertical plating to
prevent arcing, the cylinder is normally held in a fixed position, fully
submerged with no rot atior1.
Round anodes, designed to distribute current equally a long the full
length of the cylinder, are suspended
on a contact ring and spaced at
proper intervals around the cylinder.
The anodes. must not exceed the
cylinder in length in order to prevent
the possibility of excessive buildup
on the cylinder ends.
Frequently, resistance of the tinlead anodes used will cause most of
the current to pass through the top
part of the anode with little or no
current at the bottom. When this
happens the chromium ,deposit is
distributed unevenly. This situation
is corrected by connecting special
contact wires to the bottom of the
anode or by using anodes with a
conductive core.
Another serious consideration in
vertical plating is maintaining uniform heating throughout the plating tank. Without proper agitation
the solution near the top becomes
warmer than that at the bottom. This
condition will cause unwanted varia-

tions in the structure of the chromium deposit. Many variations can be
eliminated readily through use of air
agitation in the tank to keep solution temperatures even throughout.
In v,ertical plating, too, the cylinder shou Id be preheated to the
plating bath's operating temperature
before immersing it in the bath.
Part 2

Plating Conditions

Bath composition. Cylinder plating conditions are direclly related to
the bath being used. Some of the
newer proprietary solutions operate
at reduced chromic acid concentration which increases plating speed
and reduces fuming of the bath during the plating operation. Future
installments of this article will deal
more specifically with various bath
chemical compositions and their innuence on plating conditions.
Temperarure vs current density. In
all baths used at present in gravure
cylinder plating there is a direct relationship between solution temp-

erature and current density. Proper
exploitation of this relationship produces the best quality deposits. In
fact, some of the newer baths make it
quite possible to operate at increased current density without excessive buildup which permits increased plating plant production.
T able I should be used as a guide in
determining this relationship for
most plating baths.
Solution agitation. Even though
the need for agitation is more important in plating cylinders in the
vertical position, development of
some method of agitating all plating
bath solutions is recommended as
highly useful in maintaining ideal
solution tempera tu re throughout the
bath. Air agitatior;i is generally preferred and has found widespread
acceptance in the plating industry.
However, air agitation has one major disadvantage in that the solution
will require increaised and constant
heating to insure uniform bath
tem perature.
Anodes. For years the preferred

TABLE I TEMPERATURE VS CURRENT DENSITY
Current l)ensity

Plating Method

Amperes/Sq. Inch

2
Partially submerged cylinder
Fully submerged cylinder

TABLE ll

3

135°F.
l30°F.

140°F.
l35°F.

TYPICAL DEPOSIT THICKNESSES

Approximate Plating
Time in Minutes for
High Speed Baths

Cylinder Type and Use

Chromium
Thickness

Shallow cut engraving for
printing on paper & oil cloth

0.0002''-0.0004"

20

Deep cut engraving for
prin,ting on paper

0.0003"-0.0005"

28

Ordinary cloth printing

0.00015"-0.0003"

15

Heavy cloth printing

0.0003''-0.0006"

35

FIGUREJ
Joe Scherry (L), plating foreman of Art Gravure Corp., discusses with the author a plating
operation in the Cleveland plant

FIGURE4
Below; Joe Scherry (L) of Art
Gravure, and John Morris, research director of Platers Supply Co., examine a cylinder
after plating

moval of the anode for cleaning to
make it useable again.
The Dura-Core anode makes use
of a conductive aluminum core for
improved performance. which has
proved its superiority over standard
anode types. It can be made as either
the round tank type anode or the
special conforming saddle type. Its
aluminum core has a great advantage over a copper core because
aluminum anodizes and, thus, cannot
contaminate the bath should the
alloy wear through and expose it.
Also the Dura-Core's hook, or contact point, and the core are one solid
piece to provide good conductivity at
all points on the anode. An aluminum core also gives the anode greater
rigidity and this, combined with
superior conductivity, permits cooler
anode operation and prevents warping and anode curl.
It is im portant to establish a
delinile anode to cathode relationship for each cylinder being plated
and this will depend primarily upon
the bath and type of anode used.
Normally, a ratio of 1-2: I should be
maintained between the anode surface and the cathode surface. This is
calculated in square inches taking
into account the surface area of the
cylinder being plated and the active
area of the anodes. Usually, a ratio
of 11/2: I will provide optimum conditions.

anode in the chrome plating industry has been one containing a 7%
tin-lead alloy. But recent developments have made anodes available
with newer alloys that have proven to
be far superior to the conventional
7% tin-lead composition. The new
alloys in anodes such as the DuraCore usually contain a small amount
of silver and are proprietary in
nature.

The improved performance of
these alloys stems from their ability
to maintain the proper peroxide film.
This fi lm keeps the anode active
longer and maintains a constant oxidation of trivalent chromium in the
bath during the plating operation. In
addition, the new alloys have less
tendency to form the common hard
shell scale that prevents passage of
current into the bath and requires re-

Deposit thickness and plating
lime. Press run length and possibility of cylinder use for re-runs must be
considered in determining the proper
thickness of the hard chrome deposit because thickness is directly related to serviceable wear.
Consideration also must be given
to bath speed and desired chrome
thickness in calculating the required
plating time. The bath manufacturer should be consulted for this information since plating speeds and possible current density varies with each
of the several types of baths available. However, Table II can be used
as a general guide to determine
proper chromium thickness and approximate plating time required to
achieve it with the newer higher
speed plating bath types.

Use or Standard Bath
The lirst patents on standard hard
chrome plating baths were taken out

in I890 by a number of French inventors. But, it wasn't until 1928 that
a practical process was developed
and by I930 the bath was in use
commercially. This first commercial
bath consisted of chromic acid concentration of 30-60 ounces/gallon
with a ratio of CRO' :SO' of IOO: I.
The standard bath's operating temperature, then as now, was about
J30°F.
The gravure industry began using
the standard hard chrome plating
bath shortly after its development
and commercial availability. And,
even though the standard bath is still
suitable and still widely used in about
the same proportions as in years
past, it can hardly be regarded as the
ultimate in light of the recent advances and developments in plating
baths.
For one thing, standard baths contain a high chrnmic acid concentration, which makes them fairly expensive to make up and maintain.
The same concentration also procfuces heavy fumes and solution
sprays which may be hazardous to
employees and corrosive to nearby
machinery and equipment. The elimination of th,is type of health hazard
has been the main thrust of recent
OSHA and pollution control legislation.
Compared to the newer, high
speed baths, the standard bath plating speeds are quite slow. This extends the required plating t.ime and
reduces production. This lack of
speed is due primarily to the standard bath's high concentration and
use of the sulfate ion as the only
catalyst in the solution.
Then, too, hardness of deposit produced by the standard bath is inferior to those produced by certain
proprietary solutions. This, naturally, limits the number of impressions a cylinder will make before requiring replating. There is also a relationship between hardness and
crack patterns in the deposit which
explains why cylinders plated in standard baths do not have the wiping
characteristics of those plated with
harder deposits. In general, the harder deposits have a pattern containing a greater number of cracks per
inch.
Although deposits produced by a
standard bath provide fairly good

line delineation on the printed
product, it is inferior tto the fine
delineation available with the newer
proprietary solutions. Additionally,
the standard bath has a greater tendency to produce nodules which further degrades the surface finish.
A distinct advantage of the standard bath is the fact that it will not
etch into unplated areas, an especially important feature when plating
hollow cylinders. This non-etching
quality also permits the cylinder to
be submerged in the plating solution
without applying current. This is
quite often a convenient way to bring
the cylinder to bath temperature
prior to the plating operation.
By c0ntrast, when plating in
proprietary baths of the fluoride
type, the plating current must be
applied soon after the cylinder enters
the solution. On the other hand,
certain non-fluoride proprietary
baths offer the same advantage as
the standard bath since they do not
readily etch.
Another advantage of the standard
bath is the fact that anode spacing is
not as critical as it is with certain
nuoride type solutions. For example,
an anode spacing of2" to 15" can be
used under normal conditions. In
addition, conforming saddle type
anodes or round anodes placed in a
ring around the cylinder are used
quite frequently. It is also fairly
common practice to plate cylinders
of varying diameters in one tank
without repositioning the anodes.
When this is done each cylinder
being plated is apt to have a different anode spacing.
Chemical maintenance of the standard bath is also easier than it is with
certain proprietary solutions. The
bath is maintained by analysis and
the addition of chromic acid and
sulfuric acid is all that is necessary.

Part 3

fluoride Baths: Advantages and
Disadvantages

Although development of the standard bath was a major plating advance, research continued as suppliers sought ways of producing even
better plating results. For this
reason, it was soon discovered that
the addition of a nuoride ion to the

chrome plating bath offered some
unusual advantages.
As might be expected, the first
nuoride type baths were essentially
slight modifications of the original
standard bath. Nevertheless, add it ion of the nuoride ion imparted
markedly improved properties to the
hard chrome deposit. Initially only
small amounts or nuoride were used.
But researchers soon found that,
under certain conditions, the concentration could be increased with
added benefits.
Fluoride baths are or three basic
types: (I) self-regulated, (2) nonregulated, and (3) liquid catalyst.
They are similar in one respect in
that each uses a n uoride ion in conjunction with a s1,ilfate ion to obtain
the desired deposit and improve plating characteristics. Beyond that each
type functions quite differently and
we will discuss these d.ifferences in
some detail later on.
Superior deposir: In genera l,
Ouoride baths produce a much superior deposit that can be obtained with
a standard hath. For example, typi•
cal chrome deposit hardness
produced by a fluoride bath ranges
up to 72 on the Rockwell C Scale.
Deposits from fluoride baths also
have a greater number of cracks per
inch which produces a smaller, finer
c rack pattern and gives cylinders
plated in nuoride baths improved
wiping characteristics. The result is
increased cylinder wear resistance
that pays off for the gravure printer
in much longer press runs - either
continuous or intermittent.
Higher plating speeds. By incrcasi ng the bath efficiency the
nuoride ion allows for higher deposit ion rates at any given current density. And, because fluoride baths have
less tendency to burn in high current
density areas, plating can be accomplished at considerably higher
current levels. This translates into
substantial benefits in the form of
higher plating speeds, reduced plating time and increased production.
[n fact , some fluoride type baths reduce plating time as much as 50%,
which has the effect of doubling any
gravurc plant's hard chrome cylinder
plating capacity.
The gravure cylinder plater also
realizes other ad vantages from a
nuoride type bath. For example, the

cylinder surface is brighter and has
less buildup at the edges and much
less nodulatio n. This improved surfac.e finish not only provides better
wiping characteristics but reduces
doctor blade wear and scumming.
Finer line delineation also insures
that reproduction fidelity is much
greater even on long runs. This permits d octor blades to be operated at
an increased a ngle to remove viscous
inks more efficiently and contribute
to better quality printing.
Some disadvantages. Unfortunately, nuoride baths have some disadva ntages which must be taken into
consideration. The most important
of these is its greater tendency to etch
into any unplated areas of the cylinder than is found in the standard
bath. This is an important consideration when plating hollow cylinders which cannot be pla ted in a
nuoride bath without using proper
stop off procedures to avoid undesirable etching. This is equally true
of all other areas of the cylinder.
such as the ends and shafts, that are
nbt plated. They, too, must be stopped off with appropriate materials to
protect them against etching. For
this reason, a gravure plant weighing
the possible use of a fluoride ba th for
plating will wa nt to consider labor
costs and time involved in making
use of proper stop off procedures.
These should be measured against
the obvious advantages of the tluoride bath and a d eterminatio n made
as to whether this type of bath is
economical or not.
Fluoride type baths a lso require
ma intena nce of a fairly uniform
a node/cathode area a nd spacing. Because the nuoride ion is consumed
primarily through volatilization a nd
c hemical reaction with the lead
anode interface, any increase in bath
temperature o r anode area or decrease in a node spacing will boost the
tluoride catalyst's consumption rate.
This is especially important to shops
plating more than one size cylinder
in the same tank. U nder these conditions. the nuoride level will c hange
constantly during the plating operation and eventually will produce defective resu lts. This condition can be
corrected. of course, through more
freque nt bath analysis and making
adjustments to ma inta in the right
proportions.

This makes it evident that in
nuoridc baths the catalyst is another
variable to control which causes the
plater to spend add itional time on
ana lysis and in making solulion add itions. Plants that use a dry blend
compound ed chro me product frequently require purchases or additional nuo ride catalyst for this solution maintenance.
Another consideration is t hat in
horizontal chrome plating operations nuoride baths req uire slower
cylinder rotation - usually from I /2
to 2 rpm. In some shops t his may require the addit ion or modification of
an a ppropria te rotating mechanism
to accommodate a flu oride type
bath. This is a n important consideration because spotting of t he deposit frequently results when cylinder
rotation is too fast in a flu oride bath.
In addition. fluoride baths are
more corrosive than the standard
bath. This can result in faster corrosion a nd more freq uent replacement
of equipment such as tank liners.
hoods. exhaust duct systems. anodes
and heating coils.

Types of Fluoride Baths
As noted earlier in this a rticle.
there a re th ree basic types ofnuoride
baths available. Suppliers of these
systems usually have several baths in
each category which differ mainly in
the a mo unt o f fluoride used to
produce desired c hrome de posits. In
most cases, each type is tailored to a
specific app lication.
Selfregulated baths. These baths
were developed soon after the basic
nuoride bath was introduced. They
use a partiall y soluble fluoride
a nd/ or sulfate compound to provide
the required self-regula tion characteristics. The theory behind the selfregulated bath is that the compounds will mainta in a uniform concentration due to limited solution in
the bath because t hey are a dded in
amounts slightly in excess o f requirements. In use. however, t hese
catalysts tend to form a s ludge and
precipitate on the bottom of the
tank. Often this requires extra heating and constant stirring of the solution to maintain the proper concentration to produce uniform plating
quality.
A recent trend in the plating ind ustry has been away from self-

regulating type baths because of the
cost and time required by the involved procedure used to insure
proper solution maintenance.
Non-regulated baths. Although
they have been available for some
time, non-regulated nuoride baths
have just recently started to find increased acceptance a m ong platers as
a good rep lacement for the self-regulated type nuoride bath . Usually.
non-regulated baths a re available as
a dry blend o f c hromic acid a nd the
d esired nuoride compound. Fo r the
proper application and, under certain
conditions, they have proven very
satisfactory since, for the most part,
the nuoride is consumed at a rate
proportional to the consumption rate
of the chromic acid.
However, serious pla ting difficulties can arise if these baths are used
for the wrong plating application. As
we noted earlier. a variation in bath
temperature. anode area o r spacing
will create a corresponding varia tion in n uoride conce nt ration . This
happens quite often when different
sized cylinders are plated in the same
tank.
Since the nuoride a nd chromic
acid are in a fixed proportion to each
other in the non-regulated plati ng
compound, it is impossible to change
the concentration of one element
without changing the other also.
U nder these circ umstances solution
maintenance becomes difficult at
best. T here is also the possibility that
the dry blend may not be uniform in
its mixture. adding a further complicating factor since even small additions may be too much or too little
of one or the other component.
F requently. a n add itional catalyst
must be used in conju nction wi th the
dry blend if the non-regulated bath is
to be maintained properly. This may
add sig nificantly to the cost and
labor of ma intaining a nd operating
the baths at maxim um efficiency.

Liquid Catalyst Baths
The liquid catalyst ba th is the
most recent development in nuoride
bat hs for the hard chrome plating
field. In operation. it makes use of
regular chromic acid in combination
with the liquid catalytic agent to provide a unique combin ation of economy and easy operation.

FIGURE 5. Relative Etching Rates
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Most baths of this type are formulated in a manner that insures
that all proprietary ingredients arc
present in the liquid catalyst. This
simplifies solution maintenance since
all it requires is adding the catalyst to
the bath. Proper proportions are
assured <1nd, for most aprlic:itions.
regular schedules can be established
for ma king additions. A typical example would be adding one gallon of
liquid catalyst for every l 00 pounds
of chromic acid.
O ne such bath which has found
ready acceptance because of its e11cellent results in grnvure c.:ylim.ler
plating a pplicatio ns is the Durachrome 85 bath. fl not only offers
high speed pla ting - up to 60% faster
than the standa rd bath - but it has
the advantage of being used in a
dilute solution that operates at 25
ounces/gallon. It is also in tune with
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ecological and health requirements
hccaL1se of its unusually good control of pollution .ind minimal solution spray.
Durachrome 85 bath produces
bright. hard deposits with a very fine
crack pattern that results in long
press runs, increased doctor blade
life and lack of scumming. When
properly used. Durachrome 85 can
be uti Ii zed hy shops plating several
different cylinder sizes with good results. This is due. in Iargc part. to the
ease with which this catalyst can be
analyzed and maintained.
Aside from the fact that Durachrome 85 is a liquid. the main
difft:rcncc between it and other
nuoridc type baths is its use of
another catalyst in conjunction with
the fluoride and sulfate ions in the
solution.

Liquid Catalyst at Art Gravure
One of the most ~uccessfu l applications of Durachrome 85 baths
for gravurc cylinder plating is at Art
Gravurc of Cleveland. Because most
of their applic.:ations are for long runs
on high speed presses. Art Gravure
has used a fluoride type bath for
ycurs to at:hii:ve the required chrome
deposit with optimum hardness and
i.:rack pattern.
More recently they con verled to
Durachrume 85 bath with even better
results. It has enabled them lo increase the speed of their plating
operations while producing the hard
chrome cylinder deposits required
for good fidcl ity reproduction over
extra long press rnns.
AL:cording to Art Gravurc plating
e11perts. the new liquid c:ita lyst bath,
c.:oupled with their painstaking cylinder rrcparation leading up to the
plating, enables them to attain unprcccdcntcd economy and speed in
overall pl:.tting operations. Every
step of the cylinder preparation relics
on modern cqu ipmcnt and up-to-date
photoengraving practice and technology tu insure the ou Lstanding
quality of their printed producL
Using Non-Fluoride Proprietary
Baths
Perhaps the most important advance in the area of hard chrome
plating is the development of lhc
non-nuoride type bath for a wide
range of precision applications. Although a rei;ent development, it has
already established itself in the plating field and h :is s r,ecia I sign ilicance
for the gravure plating process.
One such hath is Durachrome 60
which uses a liquid catalyst with
regular chromic acid and offers
many ,1dvantagcs over standard and
nuoride plating applications where
cylinders of various sizes are proi.:essed in one lank. In addition. the
c.:atalytic agents in this bath are nut
influenced hy variations in hath
tcmpcr.iture or anode area and
spacing.
Of special importanc.:e to tht: gravure plater is the fact thaL th is particular non-fluoride bath has even
less etching potential than the standard bath. In actual operation.
Du rat:hromc 60 has etched unmasked areas. such as <.:ylindcr ends
and shaft, to a lesser degree than the

standard bath used without a stop ofT
or masking of unplated surfaces.
Figure #5 shows the relative etch rate
of various types of baths including
Durachrome 60.
Durachrome 60 operates at 20
ounces per /gallon which provides reduced concentration lhat im:reases
plating speed, reduces fuming and requi res fewer pollution controls. It
also pro:foccs harder chrome deposits - up to 68 on the Rockwell C
Scale - than lhe standard bath, with a
greatly increased crack pattern. The
resulting deposit is slightly brighter,
(oo, with fewer trees and nodules
which reduces time and cost of post.
plating polishing.
The liquid catalyst in this formulation operates cxtn:mely well over a
wide range of concentration. Even
should slight variations occur in its
concentration they won't substantially al lcr the deposits produced.
This pays off by requiring less analytical control of the catalyst than
required by nuuride type baths.
In addition. D11rachrome 60 bath
will operate al the same cylinder

rotation as required by the standard
bath. No modification or extra control of the rotational mechanism is
needed. Fumes and solution spray
rrom this non-fluoride bath arc less
corrosive. too, which should help increase plant equipment lire.
Taken in comhination. these
features enable the gravu re plater to
produce a cylinder with deposits that
provide finer line delineation, longer
1vear with less scumming and higher
quality printing on both short and
long runs.

Summary: Plating Bath Selection
Matching the plating bath to the
application is important to gravure
printing quality. That makes proper
plating hath selection vita!ly important, too. Especially since the hard
chrome deposits produced are the
next to lhe last process prior to
actual printing operations. Table III
is a bath selection chart that shows
the fundamental differences in the
various types of baths available. A
final selection should be rnade in

consultation with you r plating supplier.
As a rule of thumb, where one or
two sizes of cylinders are plated in
one tiln k, a high nuoridc bath. such
us Durnchrnmc 85, should he used.
This fluoride type bath is especially
well suited for use where optimum
hardness and t·rnck pattern is re4uircd for long runs and where the
proper slop nlT and masking techniques have been pul into effe<:l lo
prevent undesirable etching.
For plants that 'prefer to plate
scver;1I si1es or cylinders in one tank
:1 non•nuoridc, high speed hath like
Dur.ichroml· 60 shou ld be considered. Under most plating conditions. the non-lluo ride hath will not
etch and anode spacing is nut of a
criti,:il nature.
Buth fluoride and nor1. nuoride
type h.ilhs m,1king use or a liquid
catalyst offer economy with speed
since solution analysis and maintenam:e arc greatly simplified under
most plating conditions. 0

